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Address Hans Frintrup GmbH
Röhfeldstraße 20  
53227 Bonn 

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Supplier of Screenprinting and Labeling Technology 

Around screenprinting-from A to Z 
Beside customer service we also are distributors of machinery and all the consumer materials for screen and pad-printing. 
The nucleus of our company consists of market- and application-oriented products of leading manufactures of the screenprinting industry. 
Our range comprises the screenprinting ABC- started with acetone over cleaning systems and protection gloves until zinc white special printing ink.

For the applicants of our printing inks we run a service for mixing inks for systems operating with solvents and UV colourhardeners. According to your
printing parameters we generate a formula and an optimisation followed by an actual print on the original printing fabric.

Covering the full range of products we guaranteeon time delivery by means of our own transport vehicles, courier and parcel service.
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